ACSM (Hayashida et al., 2014) consists of a method of discerning the aliased states in a POMDP (Partially Observable Markov Decision Process) which is one of Markov decision process such that an agent observes local information about the environment, and choosing the appropriate action based on the internal memory and the sensory information which an agent obtains from the environment. Though ACSM achieves the highest performance in the existing methods based on classifier systems, it requires a huge number of memories for the internal memories, and spends long time for some large scaled problems. This paper improves a classifier system, ACSM (Anticipatory Classifier System with Memory) focused on the process of learning of ACSM, and the aim of this paper is to make the system more efficient. The improved method is named ACSMr in this paper, and some numerical experiments using 5 kinds of maze problems which are well used as benchmark problems for POMDPs are executed. ACSMr achieves greater experimental result than the existing classifier systems for the maze problems.
Introduction
Classifier system is a set of action rules of an artificial agent which are called classifiers and an action rule consists of hypothesis part and action part. Each classifier is evaluated based on the result of the interaction between an agent and the environment, and classifiers are improved based on the evaluation. Action rules of an agent in the classifier system are defined as a combination of an environmental condition and an action of an agent. The rules have a mechanism such like as of reinforcement learning. Here, a rule is judged as that is matches the environmental condition, the condition part of a classifier includes don ′ t care (♯) which makes that any corresponding environmental condition matches. This mechanism enables an agent to decrease the minimum number of rules to be capable of adapting an environment and the classifiers are updated more effectively, even if the environment is complex. The classifier systems are widely applied to many fields such as autonomous robot engineering 3, 18 , classification problems and data mining 9, 17, 21 .
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Classifier system is a set of action rules of an artificial agent which are called classifiers and an action rule consists of hypothesis part and action part. Each classifier is evaluated based on the result of the interaction between an agent and the environment, and classifiers are improved based on the evaluation. Action rules of an agent in the classifier system are defined as a combination of an environmental condition and an action of an agent. The rules have a mechanism such like as of reinforcement learning. Here, a rule is judged as that is matches the environmental condition, the condition part of a classifier includes don ′ t care (♯) which makes that any corresponding environmental condition matches. This mechanism enables an agent to decrease the minimum number of rules to be capable of adapting an environment and the classifiers are updated more effectively, even if the environment is complex. The classifier systems are widely applied to many fields such as autonomous robot engineering 3, 18 , classification problems and data mining 9,17,21 .
Cognitive system 6, 7, 8 is an adaptive behavior mechanism in a dynamic environment, and the cognitive system is employed as a basic technique of classifier systems. The procedure of the cognitive system is complex, and some simpler approaches are proposed. For example, Jong 10 proposes a classifier system such that the classifiers of the agents are updated by using genetic algorithms. And subsequently a wide variety of classifier systems have been developed 1, 2, 12, 11, 14, 19, 20 . Several different types of classifier systems are suggested in the related papers 10, 19, 20 . For example, ZCS(Zerothlevel Classifier System) 19 updates the classifiers to enlarge the rewards or payoffs from the environment. In an environment such that an agent receives a high reward after a sequence of several particular actions, it is difficult to obtain the action sequence by ZCS. Because a part of classifiers consisting of the sequence receive discounted reward or they do not receive the reward, and they vanish during the evolving process in despite of that an agent requires the classifiers for obtaining the high reward. Wilson proposed XCS(eXtended Classifier System) 20 which the classifiers are updated based on product of expected payoff and prediction accuracy of each classifier. Stolzmann 15, 16 proposed ACS(Anticipatory Classifier System) and Butz et al.
1 and Butz and Stolzmann 2 proposed ACS2 which is a revised ACS such that predicts environmental changes caused by the agent's action in accordance with corresponding classifier. The classifier in ACS or ACS2 consists not only of condition part and action part but also effect part which predicts the environmental change.
Suppose that an agent selects an action on the basis of the sensory environmental information around the agent, the classifier of the agent which is defined in IF-THEN form consists of sensory environmental information and action. An aliased state is a state such that cannot be identified based only on the sensory information on the agent. In an environment, including several aliased states, an agent cannot always select adequate actions of the aliased states. A Markov decision process which an agent can observe partially environmental information is called POMDP(Partially Observable Markov Decision Process), in general, a POMDP includes multiple aliased states. For such problems induced by the aliased states, several extended systems of XCS using internal memory, XCSM(XCS-Memory) 12 , XCSMH(XCSM-Hierarchic) 13 , PSXCS(Paralles Specialized XCS) 4 , XCSAT(XCS with internal Action Table) and so forth, are proposed. XCSAT discriminates the aliased states on the basis of payoff fluctuation of classifiers. Nishizaki et al.
14 indicated that XCSAT has the highest performance to the benchmark problems for POMDPs, the maze problems, comparing to the other existing classifier systems. However, XCSAT leaves some problems in obtaining the optimal policy for POMDPs such that the success rate of an agent obtaining the optimal policy for reaching a goal in several large scale maze problems is not high, and XCSAT requires long-run learning process for discovering appropriate policy. Hayashida et al.
5 develops a classifier system based on ACS2 1,2 , and they named it ACSM(ACS with Memory), which has similar mechanisms for discrimination of aliased states and uses internal memory as like XCSAT 14 . In ACS2, a classifier consists not only of condition part and action part, but also effect part which predicts the change of the environment due to the corresponding action of the classifier. And the classifiers are improved on the basis of the predicted payoff and accuracy of the prediction by the effect part.
Hayashida et al. 5 conducted numerical experiments using the existing classifier systems, ACS2, XCSAT and ACSM on several kinds of maze problems. Though the experimental results indicates that ACSM has the highest performance in these classifier systems, it requires a huge number of memories for the internal memories, and spends a long time for any large scaled problems. This paper improves a classifier system, ACSM (Anticipatory Classifier System with Memory) focused on the process of learning of ACSM, and the aim of this paper is to make the system more efficient. The improved method is named ACSMr in this paper, and some numerical experiments using 5 kinds of maze problems which are well used as benchmark problems for POMDPs are executed. ACSMr achieves greater experimental result than the existing classifier systems in the maze problems.
Anticipatory Classifier System with Memory
An agent holds multiple action rules defined in an IF-THEN form, and the rules are called classifiers. A classifier consists of a condition part and an action part, which are corresponding to the sensory information about the environment and an action of the agent, respectively. Based on the rewards which an agent obtains from the environment, the parameters such as fitness of the classifiers are updated, and the classifiers which adapt to the environment remain. We briefly introduce the related works about classifier systems in this section.
